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OBITUARIES 
The deaths of Wyndham Harris on August 4th and Dr.E.K.Tratman August 21st, has removed from the Mendip scene 

two outstanding personalities, each of whom in his own way was directly linked with the pioneers of its caving and 

archaeology. With the passing of Wyndham (“Digger”) Harris we have suffered the double loss of a Vice President, and 

a founder of the Club, and on a personal level I have lost two friends whom I have known for about fifty years. 

 

Charles Wyndham Harris 

Digger Harris was aged 69 when he died. Living close to the Wells Museum he became friendly with Mr. H.E. Balch, 

the doyen of Mendip caving, while he was still at school, and so it was almost inevitable that he developed a great 

interest in Mendip, both above and below ground. On reaching the age when he could become a Rover Scout, he with 

Jumbo Baker, D.S. Robertson and the late Bill Tucknott formed a “caving patrol”. It was at this time that “Digger” was 

given the nickname by which he was always to be known. 

 

Early in 1934 Digger and party re-opened Lamb Leer cave, and, although at that time there were only four or five 

“sporting” caves known on Mendip, interest in caving was growing, so Digger and others realising that the small 

number of societies including caving in their activities were more or less “closed shops” to most people decided at a 

meeting held at Digger’s home in Wells to form the Wessex Cave Club with Digger as Treasurer and Hywell Murrell as 

Secretary. 

 

Always willing to give advice and help, Digger was the “sage” to whom we always turned when the Club had problems, 

and even when he ceased to be an active caver he continued his great interest in the Club and its future. This was 

illustrated by his regular attendance at our Annual General Meetings even after his first stroke two years ago. Last year 

he phoned me just before the A.G.M. to apologise for his absence - he had had another stroke. He was one of the six 

pioneer Wookey Hole Divers, but his caving activities came to a halt at the outbreak of war when he joined the Fire 

Service. 

 

Digger was the senior partner in his firm of Solicitors and also Registrar and Legal Secretary to the Diocese of Bath and 

Wells. After the war he became Chief Legal Officer to the British Government in Germany with the rank of Colonel, 

and had the responsibility of making sure the defendants at the Nuremburg trial were given proper legal representation 

by German lawyers. When he returned to England he became very active with the Royal Marine Reserve. 

 

The funeral service in Wells Cathedral attracted a large congregation including many Civic and Church dignitaries and 

others representing the numberous organisations in which he had been actively interested. 

 

Dr Edgar Kingsley Tratman, O.B.E. 

Dr Tratman was born in 1899 and his interest in spelaeology kindled more than 60 years ago, continued right up to the 

time of his death at the age of 79.1 use the word spelaeology deliberately as my understanding is that it means not only 

the exploration of caves but also the archaeology, geology and other subjects concerned with the formation and contents 

of caves - this is almost a text book description of his work for the last 60 years - Of course in addition to his cave work, 

he was an outstanding archaeologist of national standing. ‘Trat’, as he was known to everyone, took part with H.E. 

Balch in the early exploratory work of Swildon’s and in 1921 dicovered “Tratman’s Temple”. 

 

In 1929 he left his beloved Mendip for Singapore to become Professor of Dental Surgery and for some time was Dean 

of Medicine at the University of Malaya and in 1949 was awarded the O.B.E. 

 

He returned to Mendip at three yearly intervals, except for the war years when he was interned in a prison camp. To 

prevent the stock of dental gold falling into Japanese hands he hid it in the water tank in the college roof. When the war 

was over he successfully went diving for gold in the University’s attic. 

 

The classic 16 mm cine films made in Mendip caves by Trat are some of the earliest in existence and the work in 1933 

included some taken in Swildon’s, lighting being provided by paraffin pressure lamps. In 1937 he made the Lamb Leer 

film. 

 

For about 30 years Trat visited Co Clare, Ireland with other members of the U.B.S.S., and these caving parties soon 

became known locally as “Trat’s lot”. This year although being unwell he again visited Co Clare, but on his return he 

confessed that, for the first time, he had not enjoyed an Irish trip. His health began to deteriorate, and he died on August 

21st. 

 

A large gathering of his friends, including representatives of his Malayan students, were present at his funeral to pay 

their last tributes to Trat, and so express the affection we all had for him. 

 

His ashes will be scattered on Mendip. 

 

It is with sincere regret that we have to record the deaths of our two Vice Presidents, one a founder member of the Club. 

Mendip will never be quite the same now that they are gone. Frank Frost 
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CLUB NEWS 
 

Upper Pitts 

 

Plans for the workshop, changing room and extension alter weekly, but at the July Committee meeting, the following plans and 

work list were agreed. The extension requires completion of the hood, weatherproofing the main door sides, and fixing the side 

bolts. The windows and doors need painting. Benches, shelving and cupboards need to be removed from the present workshop, 

and fitted. Water and electricity need to be supplied. 

 

The small ladies priority shower at present under construction in the old workshop is to be completed. Lockers now in the 

changing room will be moved to make more space. The Mendip-use tackle store will stay where it is, and expedition tackle and 

unissued stock will be kept in the extension. With a curtain over the doorway, the old workshop can be a ladies priority 

changing room (which would then need frosted glass windows). Benches and coat hooks can be added all round the walls. A 

new charging bench can be fitted wherever convenient. 

 

Thus there is still a lot of work to be done, and any member is more than welcome to help, in however small a way. 

 

Smoking 

 

The Committee has decided to ban smoking in bunks, in order to reduce the fire risk, which it believes is considerable. 

 

Mattresses 

 

These items are in short supply at the HQ, and the Club will be grateful for any which can be supplied by members. 

 

AGM and Dinner 

 

The AGM will be held at the Hunters Lodge Inn, Priddy, on Saturday October 21st, and will be followed by the Dinner at 

Priddy Village Hall. Guest of Honour will be the Reverend Cecil Cullingford, and the mobile Hunters will be in attendance. 

 

Gardener’s Corner 

 

John Ham, with the aid of tackle borrowed from Eastwater Farm (!) has reduced the HQ lawn to a reasonable length. 

Sycamore, ash and evergreen trees planted along the boundary walls are coming along well, though the sunflowers against the 

extension are a dismal failure. Our honorary member, Talpa Europaea, is still actively digging a number of sites on the lawn, 

but so far has found nothing of interest. 

 

Council of Southern Caving Clubs 

 

The Club is now storing 4 concrete pipes on behalf of the Cave Entrance Rescue Fund. They are for emergency use only, 

authorised by CSCC, such as when a cave entrance is in imminent danger of collapse, or when a landowner wants an entrance 

secured. Details may be obtained from the Hon. Sec. 

 

Tethers 

 

These vanish at an alarming rate. When members use Club tackle, please check to see if there is one wrapped round the ladder, 

and ensure that tethers are not left underground. A supply of taper pins for making new ladder should soon be available. 

 

Low-ratio gearboxes 

 

Two of these have been donated to the Club. They may be useful as part of a winch assembly to whoever wants to use them. 

 

Gent’s Urinal 

 

This became blocked recently, thought to have been caused by a build-up of calcareous deposits. The use of acid had no effect, 

but John Ham bravely investigated, and found a collection of foreign objects of biological origin, plus many cigarette ends. 

Male members are asked to use this fixture for its intended purpose, and not as an ashtray, rubbish box or porcelain 

megaphone. 
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RENASCENCE SERIES - PART 1 THE SIDCOT DIG 
 

Pete Moody 

 

In 1962 members of the Sidcot School Speleological Society dug open the crawl at the bottom of Swine-Puke Rift and 

discovered a large scalloped passage rising steeply to a choke. The existence of an abandoned inlet in the SE area of Swildon’s 

had long been postulated and the primary digging in the terminal choke appeared to confirm that Sidcot Passage, as the new 

passage was named, was a part of it. Large rounded sandstone cobbles were found embedded in a matrix of stream gravels and 

clays in the descending choke. It was thought that the passage beyond the choke must be relatively open as far as the surface 

300ft above since any similar phreatic loop further upstream would have filtered out the cobbles and any other heavy stream 

born debris preventing their transport to Sidcot. Although there was no way of knowing how far down it would be necessary to 

dig before the turn of the U was reached Sidcot Dig appeared to be a rewarding proposition. 

 

The initial excavation of the choke was carried out in an optimistic frame of mind; members of the Sidcot School club 

rabbitted into the choke and occasionally broke into short sections of open passage. Unfortunately the way on was always 

downwards and as the fill became more compact so it became increasingly difficult to remove from the constricted dig. Willie 

Stanton, interested in digging onwards in Shatter Series (only Shatter Passage was known at the time), thought that by breaking 

through in Sidcot Passage first he might find a quick and easy route into Paradise Regained from the surface. Under his 

direction the Sidcot Dig was opened up to a more workable size and with extra assistance provided by members of the Wessex 

much progress was made. The passage however continued to descend and interest waned away. Throughout the sixties and 

early seventies various groups tried their hand at the dig but little more was achieved. 

 

At the end of 1976 Alison Hooper and I decided to try at breaking through the choke. After digging down four feet a rock floor 

was uncovered - the bottom of the U had been reached 20ft below the 1962 starting point. The passage turned sharply to the 

east and we dug along it following the right hand wall. The workface was kept about three feet square, a stal floor and smooth 

rock roof prevented us making it any higher and although it could have been made wider (the left hand wall only being fill) the 

extra work required was not justified. On March 26th 1977 a small roof pocket was discovered and beyond we at last struck a 

rock wall to our left. Three weeks later we hit another wall but this time it was straight ahead, we had dug up an alcove. 

 

We were now some twenty feet from the bend and four feet above it. It had taken us fourteen trips to get this far and although 

many people assured us that the upstream side of the U would be less choked than the downstream side it was obvious that 

plenty of work remained to be done. Initially it had been thought that a large team would be needed to chain the spoil away 

from the workface and out of the dig but after only a few trips it became clear that because the fill was so compact, a couple of 

people could remove spoil faster than anyone could dig it out. This was just as well as most of the support we received was 

only verbal encouragement. It was never possible to organise a regular team, in fact of the thirty five people who helped Alison 

and I only eight came a second time and only one, Dave Walker, helped on more than five of the twenty eight trips it took to 

break the choke. 

 

The poor quality of the air in the dig was a constant cause for concern. Because the passage was solidly choked there was no 

draught in the dig and the air did not clear from one week to the next. Not only was there a lack of oxygen but the carbon 

dioxide level was high enough to cause severe headaches. We were able to boost the oxygen level by taking a diving bottle of 

oxygen with us on each trip and releasing the contents around the dig at frequent intervals but we never solved the carbon 

dioxide problem. Several plans were suggested; wearing an oxygen rebreathing set while digging, pumping the stale air from 

the bottom of the dig using a hand generated fan, burning magnesium ribbon (the magnesium oxide produced combining with 

the carbon dioxide to form magnesium carbonate), scattering slake lime around the dig or using a pump, driven off a car 

battery, to circulate the air through a container of slake lime. Fortunately perhaps, we always lacked both the manpower and 

equipment to try any of these proposals instead we just dug at Sidcot less frequently and reduced the duration of each trip. 

 

Digging continued. It was obvious, having reached the alcove, that the way on must be somewhere in the mud wall on the left. 

By digging into the wall near the roof pocket we soon found ourselves in an area where instead of having rock on all sides we 

had only fill. (There was little danger of roof collapse; the fill was so compact that with any blow of the pick it was difficult to 

bring down more spoil than would fill a teacup. Many people make concrete which sets less hard). With no indication as to 

which direction to dig in it was decided to work straight upwards. On the 16th July, eight trips after reaching the alcove, we 

were still going vertically up and a ladder had to be installed to enable the digger to reach the roof. Carrying the six foot rigid 

iron ladder through Swildon’s I, Alison and Paul Hadfield caused a party they met at Barnes’ Loop much alarm and 

bewilderment by telling them that not having any electron ladder, they were going to use it to descend the Twenty. Another 

party was told that the ladder was carried on every trip to Sump 1 for use on all the climbs! 

 

The digging of the shaft provided an interesting view of the sedimentation that had occurred. The sediments were stratified in 

horizontal layers of red clays, muds and gravels which also had a few pebbles and cobbles embedded within them. We dug 

upwards through many sets of these beds and found that their thickness varied both between the different types of sediments 

and between beds of the same type of sediment (they were usually between one and four inches thick). Some ten feet up we hit 

a calcite band half an inch thick; we thought that the roof has been reached at the time but once above it the choke continued as 

before. The fact that the sediments are bedded horizontally suggests that when they were deposited the stream had already been 

captured and that the passage was only invaded by flood waters from which the sidements would settle out into layers. That 
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there should have been a thick calcite band at one stage further suggests that for some long period of time no water was able to 

reach the passage after which the flooding reoccurred as before. This probably indicates that for a time the capture passage was 

always able to carry the whole stream but subsequently either became partially blocked or climatic changes resulted in wetter 

weather with larger floods. 

 

By November 13th the digger had to climb to the top of the ladder, chimney up a further five feet and then straddled in the 

shaft, hack with all his strength at the roof at full arms stretch above him. Time for another ladder. A fortnight later Dave and I 

took the second iron ladder to Sidcot and I began digging. The clay band we were going through was thicker than any previous 

layer and after a while the noise of each blow of the pick seemed to resonate through it. The clay became noticeably softer and 

pulling away a large lump I found only blackness beyond. Through the hole a cool draught began to blow. 

 

 

 

ROCKET DROP - OR, CAVES IS WHERE THEY HAPPEN! 

 

Phil Hendy 

 

Whitestone Farm lies just east of Cheddar Crossroads, on the B3134, Castle of Comfort to Burrington Road. The land is 

anciently known as Wright’s Piece, and was once heavily scarred by miners gruffs. These are clearly shown on the 1908 6 inch 

Ordnance Survey map, but reclamation is now nearly complete. A few depressions remain, however, including one which 

seems to have an insatiable appetite for tree stumps, car bodies and concrete rubble. There are no open mineshafts left, and 

until recently, no cave systems were known to exist on the farm. 

 

There is a moderate-sized bowl-shaped depression in one of the fields, an old gruff now guarded by a thorn bush. A few yards 

away, a small hole opened up in the spring of 1974. It was very deep, although only about a foot square. The hole soon became 

wider, and within a few months it was a conical depression in clay, about 12 feet in diameter and 10 feet deep. At the bottom 

there was a square-cut rift, two feet by six, dropping vertically. This was explored by Colin Williams, using a knotted rope 

belayed to a fence post. He found the rift to be ten feet deep, entering the side of a large chamber via the roof. At the bottom of 

this chamber, a wriggle down through boulders led to another drop of around fifteen feet, the descent of which was facilitated 

by the use of a hand line. The floor consisted of mud and boulders, with a tight rift leading off to one side. The only other 

extension was a 30 foot choked pit at the top end of the entrance chamber. Decoration consisted mainly of flowstone and small 

curtains, with some fine straws, and a group of mud pillars. 

 

Apart from a few visits by Colin and his family, the cave remained un-entered and unpublicised, due to the farmer’s concern 

over trespass and damage. There was, however, an unexpected visitor, one of the farm dogs, Rocket, who slipped down the 

shaft to land unconscious on boulders. It was fortunate that he did not fall further, down the blind pit! He was rescued, none the 

worse for his experience, and henceforth the cave was known as Rocket Drop, though the ubiquitous mud has led one visitor to 

nickname the hole ‘Idi Amin’s Chocolate Mine’. 

 

I became acquainted with the family in 1977, and was invited to look at the cave, and give my humble opinion on its potential, 

and the desirability of keeping it open. At this time, blocking the entrance with rubble was being seriously considered, as it 

threatened to be a danger to cattle, in spite of the temporary fence which had been erected. I was suitably impressed that the 

cave was worthy of being kept open, and it was decided to install a locked shaft of concrete pipes, to make the site safe for 

livestock and to prevent unauthorised exploration. Being a keen caver, Colin is quite proud of ‘his’ cave, and wishes to 

preserve its formations, as well as keeping a check on who is down the hole. The cost of gating was to be shared between the 

farm and the Wessex. 

 

Five pipes duly arrived in the autumn of 1977. They were a yard long by 30 inches in diameter, and it was found that they 

would sit neatly, jammed on the sides of the rift, leaving a gap at either side. Putting the theory into practice was not so easy. 

The first pipe was quickly deposited sideways in the bottom of the collapse when the tether snapped as we eased it over the 

edge. Attempts to lift it into an upright position using a tractor failed when the connecting rope broke. The team retired to the 

Hunters for the winter to reconsider the problem. 

 

During the intervening months, the existence of Rocket Drop became a fairly open secret and visits increased. Stimulus was 

given when Pete Moody, Alison Hooper and Colin dug through the choke at the bottom of the handline pitch, to enter a roomy 

gallery, with a long narrow curtain and numerous straws. Further digging and blasting at the end allowed entry to another small 

chamber, with a narrow rift in the floor leading down to a further chamber and a twisting phreatic tube leading off. Although 

open, it is too constricted to enter, and further blasting is being concentrated at this point. 

 

Work on the entrance was restarted in April 1978, and three afternoon’s labour saw the job completed. Firstly, Butch and 

Aileen of the SMCC, Claire (Colin’s wife and BEC) Quackers and I, after much brute force and blood stained ignorance, hit on 

suspending the pipe from a telegraph pole laid over the hole. Using a tractor and a 2:1 pulley system, we then gently lowered 

the pipe down again, while Quackers bravely bridged across the rift and ensured a snug fit on either side. The remaining gaps 

were then closed with scrap iron and stones, and a dubious layer of concrete. 
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The following week, by using the same lifting system, a further three pipes were placed on the first, leaving the top one 

projecting about 18 inches above field level. Angle iron and old scaffold poles were laid in the bottom of the hole, and a good 

concrete mix was puddled around this, to provide a firm support for the backfill of scrap iron and rubble. Al Mills welded up 

an excellent grille, which is fixed by a steel bar through the top pipe, and padlocked. The bar provides a good ladder belay. 

While gating was in progress, the cave was surveyed by Dave Irwin of the BEC, aided by Claire and Alison. 

 

The entrance now requires a 30 foot ladder. The first 12 feet are in the concrete pipe, followed by 10 feet in the rift, leading 

into the entrance chamber. The landing is made on the top of a steep pile of slippery mud, the collapse debris. Directly to the 

left is the blind pit. This may be descended using a 30 foot ladder, belayed to the end of the first. At a depth of 24 feet, a 

boulder and mud floor is reached, sloping to the bottom a few feet lower down. Though only a couple of feet wide, the rift 

lengthens at depth. The ends are boulder-choked, with an air of instability, though the floor might repay digging. 

 

The main chamber descends to end in a grotto with a boulder floor. The mud pillars are in an alcove on the left. The chamber is 

30 feet long by 15 feet wide. It is up to 12 feet high, and roofed with loose-looking limestone blocks. Near the end of the 

chamber on the right is an obvious route down through boulders. Access may be gained to a lower grotto; it is small and the 

straws are extremely vulnerable. Fortunately, it can all be seen from the opening leading into it. 

 

The descent continues to a small chamber with flowstone walls. The hand line descent is on the left. There used to be a boulder 

at the top of the drop which made the descent tricky. This has now been moved, and lies jammed a few feet further down. In 

view of the mud and loose boulders, a 20 foot ladder is a definite advantage, belayed to a boulder using a 4 ft tether. At the 

bottom, a tight rift goes off to one side, but the way on is a muddy squeeze through boulders in the floor. Care must be taken 

when entering the gallery, as the first part is a stoop under straws. After a short descent over boulders, the main part of the 

gallery is straight and level. It is 30 feet long and 6 feet wide, with a rift in the roof which probably connects with that leading 

off from the pitch above. The floor of this chamber was clean gravel when first entered, with a small collapsed pit adjacent to a 

pile of water-sculpted mud. The collapse pit has been dug, but obviously connects with the chamber below. 

 

This chamber is reached by crawling under a slab, at the end of the gallery on the right. A small chamber is entered, with the 

floor funnelling into a 12 ft tight rift. The third chamber is at a depth of 100 feet. It is about 6 feet in cross-section, and 20 feet 

long. The way on is a small tortuous phreatic tube. 

 

Rocket Drop is undoubtedly phreatic in origin, having been modified by later collapse. This is most evident in the entrance 

chamber, and its discovery was entirely due to collapse in the rift progressing upwards to the surface. There are, in fact, two 

other small depressions in the field nearby which are slowly growing deeper. The presence of 10 feet of subsoil overlying the 

limestone encourages passive digging by time rather than active work by cavers! Even so, these sites are interesting, as they do 

not appear to be connected with any known part of Rocket Drop. They could, of course, be fill settling in old mineshafts. It is 

rather surprising that Rocket Drop is in the centre of an old mining area, and yet was not discovered by miners. At first sight, 

the entrance rift was regular enough to be artificial, but there are no tool marks, and the undamaged formations would seem to 

preclude entry before 1974. Visitors have likened Rocket Drop to Pinetree Pot, only ¾ mile away. The lower part of the cave 

has clearly been subject to temporary flooding, but the presence of an open phreatic tube at the end gives encouragement to the 

optimists who think that the cave will go longer and deeper. The limestone beds do not dip steeply, and the cave spirals as it 

descends. It will probably intersect the Lamb Leer - Rickford drainage line, and there is plenty of distance and depth to allow 

for a significant amount of cave to be found. 

 

Some Vital Statistics 

 

Tackle 

 

Entrance: 30ft ladder and 10 ft lifeline, belayed via large karabiners to the steel bar at the top of the shaft. 

Blind Pit: 30ft ladder, linked to end of entrance ladder. Use same lifeline. 

Second Pitch: 30ft handline belayed through eyehole on the right at the top of the pitch, or 20ft ladder belayed to 

a boulder in the floor a few feet back up the passage, using a 4 ft tether. 

 

Costs 

 

The 4 concrete pipes, steel gate and brass padlock cost £44.77. The cost of reinforcing concrete was not calculated. We used 2 

bags of cement, and sand and gravel from a builder’s supply in the farmyard. 

 

Access 

 

The cave may be visited by arrangement with Colin Williams, either at the farm or in the Hunters. A small goodwill fee may 

be payable. Call at the caravan at the farm entrance for the key (£1 returnable deposit). Park in the farmyard as directed. Please 

observe the usual courtesies when crossing the land and ensure that the cave is secure on leaving. Rocket Drop is not suitable 

for exploration by large parties. While work is in progress, take care not to damage bang wire etc. 
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SOME CONTINENTAL CAVES 

 

French Diary 

Cave Descriptions 

Casual Continental Caving 

 

FRENCH DIARY 23rd-28th March 1978 Di Beeching 

 

By Thursday evening the stop at Lille was very welcome. We had been driving since early that morning and had made good 

time when the twilight darkened the French route. We received wonderful hospitality at the warm household of the Armand 

family. Not understanding a word of the colloquial French, I staggered up to a bed after a meal of liqueurs and soporific dishes. 

 

Friday was an hysterical day. The three of us visited the bustling town of Lille to get provisions. Whilst searching the 

confusion of shops for a Boulangerie the Hon. Ed. ploughed ten feet into freshly laid concrete before noticing a clogging of his 

feet. The little (good thing too) red faced labourer leaning on his broom admiring his finished task burst into gesticulating cries 

which might have attracted all the gendarmes around. Paul and I didn’t stay to hear any more. 

 

Paul drove 350kms to reach Ornans in daylight where we were greeted unexpectedly by a Dutch trio who were familiar with 

Mendip mud and The Hunters (Peter, friend of Zotty, and two friends). We settled in the plush bunkroom and cooked a meal. 

Paul managed unceremoniously to break a welded chair. Later, as if celebrating a reunion, the Cafe du Pecheur received our 

late night custom. I finished the evening feeling sick and drowsy from the local brew, revolving upside down and from side to 

side on playground swings. 

 

We awoke early the next morning alongside fifteen other sleepers and the aroma of coffee and new bread. The Speleo Orions 

from Lille had arrived and arrangements made to visit La Grotte de Chauveroche. Besides feeling unwell I was intimidated by 

the vast amount of equipment the French party had prepared, and I declined the trip, preferring a sojourn along the banks of the 

river to take in the grandeur of the scenery. After leaving the French and English party at the entrance I well wished the Dutch 

party plus one German, who were also climbing up to enter the system. Remarking that we would see each other in about 

twelve hours I slithered down towards the swollen waterfalls and profuse spring greenery. Not twenty minutes later I witnessed 

bedraggled motley bunches of cavers, those I had just parted with above me, trudging stony faced back to their parked cars. 

The story became clear once my English counterparts explained. Just 100m inside the entrance a perched static sump had 

appeared due to the bad winter and abnormally high water level. When Paul and Dave reached it they were confronted with 

numerous people expressing the same comment in four different languages. The imperturbable English, along with the Dutch, 

followed the lead of Franzjorg Kreig, the keen efficient German, who had been reconnaising the area for several days 

beforehand. 

 

The seven of us arrived in the Ravin du Puits Noir and entered a manmade water course which inclined by steps and shafts, 

eventually becoming a stooping tunnel that wound around the natural curves of the rock. An 8m rusty ladder and grille led out 

of the mountain water and up to the daylight, emerging the other side of a railway. We assumed the water course was made to 

prevent erosion of the railway embankment in inclement weather. 

 

That afternoon the instinct for digging became strong as two local resurgences were visited. The first very near the ‘storm 

drain’ yielded 15m of flat out crawl, and the second, much further up the valley was big for 20m before closing down. 

 

An international review of the day took place at the Cafe du Pecheur. It was agreed that tomorrow La Grotte de Moulin des 

Isles should be visited. 

 

This cave resurges into La Riviere de la Loue, and its entrance is a low opening below a waterfall. The passage is interspersed 

with false stal floors, occasional oxbows and deep sticky mud. About 1 km in, swimming under one stal floor, I came eyeball 

to eyeball with a little green frog. I assumed he croaked in French. 

 

On Monday the grey sky drizzled as we set off to find La Grotte des Cavottes. Half the party opted to dabble in the torrential 

brown waters of La Loue. At last the elusive entrance was found in a depression beside a mud track. Initially damp, the 

passage spreads into a vast series of linked chambers. Even the bright carbide flames reflected on the dry whitened rocks 

illuminated only a small part of the huge caverns. 

 

After saying farewell to the kind cavers of Lille, we retired to clean and count ourselves and our equipment. On Tuesday a 

bright clear blue morning saw us on the verge of Route 67 with our thumbs pointing hopefully but sadly towards Mendip. 

 

FRENCH DIARY 28th March-17th April 1978 Paul Hadfield 

 

28th March. Having seen Dave and Dianne on their way back to England, I headed South to see the ‘Source de la Loue’. At 

about 70m3/s as it was then, it was most impressive. So, standing covered in spray, I took the obligatory photos then headed 

North to reconnoitre the entrance to the Gouffre de Pourpervelle and the Gouffre de Bournois. At the Pourpervelle I met a 

couple of Swiss cavers, Claude and Pascal who said they would cave with me the next day so I retired to camp at Ornans and 
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made ready. 

 

Came the next morning, after a forty mile drive I arrived to find my Swiss friends in bed, so, not wanting to disturb them, I 

toddled off alone into the cave. An entrance pitch of 12m with a lot of tackle on it led to a parting of the ways. I visited the 

Reseau Nord dropping a 40m pitch to a very large chamber with impressive stal columns. However this was all there was to it, 

so up I came, and apart from a bit of acrobatics on the awkward part of the pitch arrived safely back at the foot of the entrance 

pitch. Now down a large passage to the Reseau's Sud and Ouest. I arrive to meet a guy who speaks to me in a familiar though 

totally indistinguishable sort of way. I reply carefully, telling him that I speak French, English or German, at which he says, 

“That’s great, I live in Wales myself”. He turns out to be Dutch, studying near Caerphilly, and he and five other of the Speleo 

Nederland have just spent the night down the cave. It promised to be a long wait for me until I could get down the pitch so I  

popped out to the surface for some lunch. 

 

Here there were some new developments. A party of Belgians had turned up and proposed to Claude and Pascal a visit to the 

Gouffre de Bournois seeing that the Pourpervelle was full up. The Swiss had agreed and as I had little hope of getting down to 

the Reseau Sud in the next few hours, I too fell in with their plan. 

 

The Gouffre de Bournois is not far from the Pourpervelle, and after a ride hitched on the trailer of a logging tractor we were 

soon a short distance from the entrance. However my doubts about the Belgian leader were soon aroused when we had the 

classic “Now let’s spread out and find the entrance, chaps!”. Having craftily asked the trailer driver where it was when he 

dropped me, I was successful in finding the entrance in a relatively short space of time, and we were all soon assembled there. 

By ‘all’ let me explain - there was in addition to myself, the two Swiss Claude and Pascal, our Belgian ‘leader’, and his 

entourage of one young lady and two small boys. 

 

The sport was commenced by yours truly putting a line round a substantial piece of vegetation and dropping the doubled line 

down the pitch. This caused grave mutterings from our Belgian friend who insisted on adding two karabiners and a few loops 

to the arrangement in order that both ends of the line were fixed without in any way altering the security of the belay. The next 

step was to descend. This I did by way of a ‘flying angel’, taking all of two and a half seconds before I could say that the rope 

was free for the next person. It was apparent from the noises I could hear at the top, that I had caused some consternation and a 

lecture was being delivered on the relative merits of various rappel techniques. Ignoring the babble I proceeded down the 

largest and most obvious passage visible to get away from the light and condition my eyes to the darkness. In a short while I 

was joined by the two Swiss and together we sat and waited for the rest. Looking back I feel that this wait was probably the 

largest portion of the trip but eventually two small boys turned up followed by our ‘leader’ and his young lady. 

 

The Swiss and I then galloped off through large galleries connected by block fall and after numerous diversions reached the 

sump. Well into our way out we met the Belgians and after exchanging route finding directions we continued to the entrance 

pitch, the Swiss being diverted en route by the ‘suck and spit’ method employed by the British caver to refill his carbide lamp. 

Back at the foot of the entrance pitch we took the other less obvious passage; this developed into a major fossil trunk, well 

decorated with columns and flowstone before choking. A short tight section led to more of the same but ended shortly in a wall 

of about 6m with a hole at the top. Up to the hole ran a slippery tree trunk of about 15cm diameter. However I never have been 

good at climbing trees so we came out. Using the double rope as a handline the pitch presented no difficulty being littered as it 

was with good footholds and we sat at the top to wait for the Belgians. 

 

Eventually they arrived and for the next hour I was entertained by scenes that would have been more at home in a circus. It 

ended with two of the group being hauled up bodily, more equipment being used than Rocksport usually have in stock at any 

one time, and I noticed a distinct touch of the Whernside in my friend’s manner. 

 

The following day I returned to the Gouffre de Pouepervelle to find the Swiss, two French and the Belgian with his young lady 

just exiting after having spent 19 hours underground. I then soloed the Reseau Sud and Ouest as far as possible without a 

wetsuit and surfaced 4 hours later, a large portion of the time having been spent rigging and derigging the pitches. It must be 

said that the pitch into the Reseau Sud is exceptionally fine and the Reseau Sud itself is well worth a visit. A point to note is 

that it is a wetsuit trip despite the contraindications the rest of the cave might present. 

 

The following day found me driving North and East under lowering skies to rendezvous with Franzjorg Kreig in Kahlsruhe. 

This I did successfully and the evening was spent drinking Schnapps and having my auditory and optical nerves paralysed by a 

combination of a 48kw coloured light show linked with a couple of 6kw strobes driven by 100 watts of ‘hot rock’ - all this in 

his living room. 

 

I surfaced around 10 am next morning and went off to join Franzjorg at the ‘Flea Market’. This is a local institution whereby 

about once every two months for a nominal sum the ordinary people of the town are allowed to set up stalls in the market 

square and sell whatever they have and want to get rid of. There were kids selling their old comics and toys, girls selling 

clothes they had grown out of, mothers selling old baby clothes and prams, whole families with unwanted heirlooms spread out 

on the pavement, chamber pots, top hats, old clothes, wellies and brick-a-brack. I saw old ovens, freezers, washing machines, 

push bikes, transistor radios and the like. Franzjorg sold an old birdcage for DM 140 and we celebrated with a crate of beer. It 

was here that the Glyn Bolt Overseas Enterprise exhibited its products for the first time, however there were no takers. 
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It was a perfect sunny day to be out on the pavement watching the world go by, clutching my beer and bratwurst when horror 

struck! A large yellow minibus went past with the Loughborough Student Union emblazoned on the side. The peace of the 

market, and the rhythm of steady rock from the portable amplifier was rudely interrupted by a gesticulating bald headed 

Englishman jumping up and down shouting, “…. Off LUST!”. However this disturbance was only momentary, so salvaging 

the remains of my bratwurst from a passing opportunist of a dog, I relapsed into my hangover to let the world crash over me. 

 

Later in the afternoon we packed up and headed off eastwards in Franzjorg’s van to the AGM of the Arbeitsgemeinschaft 

Hohle & Karst Grabenstetten, the second largest caving club in Germany. My status was enhanced somewhat when, on 

entering, the smartest dressed guy in the room came up and greeted me. He turned out to be Rudi Kreutzer, an old pal of mine 

who was now the secretary of the Verband Der Deutchen Hohler-und Karstforscher e.v., the approximate equivalent of the 

NCA in England. I was somewhat alarmed when the proceedings opened to be greeted with a round of applause when the 

chairman welcomed me to the meeting. However all went well, and it may interest you to know that they have the same sort of 

problems we do with insurance, cave conservation and the like. The principal difference between the way things are done from 

the well known Wessex AGM is that an attractive waitress was busy throughout the whole meeting serving beer and food to 

those who wanted it. I was caused one moment of minor embarrassment when a chap near to me became the centre of what 

was obviously a major point of contention and, with all eyes turned in our direction, I was stealthily trying to plough my way 

through my rostbraten mit pommes frites und gemeuchlicht salad and swill my ale at the same time. 

 

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft have recently acquired an old building in Grabenstetten which they are doing up as a caving hut, and 

it was here we spent the night. Next day Franzjorg and I visited Falkensteiner Hohle, a name that will be familiar to those of 

you who read the Wessex Logs. This time however I passed my previous far point in the system, despite high water conditions, 

and got as far as the low wet area known as ‘Die Letzte Olung’ or ‘Last Rites Passage’. This was a 20m sump when we got to 

it although there are normally several inches of airspace. For those who don’t know of the system, it is situated about 1km 

South of the village of Grabenstetten and is probably Germany’s finest cave. It is a major resurgence system currently pushed  

to about 3½km at the fourth sump. It is well worth a visit by any party, giving long stretches of superb streamway with no 

technical difficulties. 

 

Franzjorg and I collected a rope from the third sump and made our way out to meet the usual horde of tourists who come at the 

weekend to group at the entrance and ask questions of cavers they see coming out. 

 

The little valley where the Falkensteiner is situated is called the ‘Elsach Tal’, and a little lower down on the other side is the 

‘Elsachbroller’, which it is thought is a continuation of the Falkensteiner cut off by the development of the valley. This is the 

place where Jochen Hasenmayer dived nine successive sumps, one of them 90m, to reach a large passage which he followed 

for some 500m before turning back. All this was 8 years ago and no one has been back since. I soon found out why though, 

and Hasenmayer has gone up considerably in my estimation. The Elsachbroller is far from the most pleasant cave I’ve been in 

and a solo trip through that lot carrying bottles would be a good effort by anybody’s standards. This cave and its 1km of 

development before the sumps I would not recommend to anybody who is not a devotee of the tight or the muddy, but coupled 

with the trip to the Falkensteiner it rounded off 4 hours of varied and entertaining caving. 

 

That evening it was back to the Kahlsruhe and the Schnapps! 

 

On Monday I left Kahlsruhe and drove South under cloudy skies and fine rain, and retraced my route into France. I continued 

West and South through Lyon and down the Rhone Valley, now in pleasant sunshine, passing vineyards and orchards colourful 

in their springtime coats of white and violet, to bivouac somewhere North of Valence. 

 

In the morning a routine check of the engine compartment revealed a slack fanbelt caused by a missing bolt on the alternator. 

A simple enough job to rectify, but a bolt shearing in the operation caused a few traumatic moments as I thought to myself that 

the nearest supply of ½" Whitworth threads was probably a long way away. Eventually all was put to rights and I continued, to 

arrive in Vallon Pont D’Arc a little after noon. An indication of the type of country had been given to me when I stopped for 

lunch in a lay-by, and on stepping out of the car found myself a few metres away from a 100' shaft in the ground. 

 

The afternoon I spent setting up camp and then going for a drive to reconnoitre the country. I drove along the side of the Gorge 

D’Ardeche contouring round subsidiary gorges that could each have comfortably contained another Cheddar. Eventually of 

course I met cavers, a couple of German guys who were staying in the woods near the Grotte de la Madelaine, and I made 

arrangements to accompany them the next day. 

 

As I was working on French time, and they were working on German, I arrived an hour earlier than expected next morning and 

so got myself an extra breakfast. We were soon off however, and a twenty minute walk down wooded tracks on the North side 

of the Ardeche Gorge brought us to the Aven de la Grotte Rochasse. This turned out to have some very fine decorations indeed 

in a gallery of about 100m long and, on exiting, the two Germans, Hans and Hans, were intrigued to see ropewalking 

techniques used for the first time. In fact I spent the remainder of the day back at his camp giving Hans Klose a few vertical 

tips and earning my supper from his wife. 

 

Unfortunately both the Hans’ had to leave the next day so I rattled off by myself to find L’Event de Peyrejal, supposedly one  

of France’s biggest systems. After a lot of hot sweaty walking over very vegetated lapiaz I eventually located the entrance but 
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did not feel up to the climb into it without some moral or physical support. As a result I opted out and moved 400m to the West 

where I had noticed on my wanderings the entrance to another resurgence. This turned out to be about 350m of superb railway 

tunnel sized water worn passage, with marvellous scalloping and passage architecture and which involved at one point an 

interesting traverse over a long deep pool with hands on one wall, feet on the other and the body horizontal. The inevitable 

sump pool was large, with deep clear water and an obvious way on at the far side. However, not being equipped for that sort of 

thing, I exited to find it steadily raining and with low cloud reducing visibility to about 25m. This made route finding in the 

close terrain difficult and I eventually reached the road some 2km away from my destination. I was determined to return 

however to get into L’Event de Peyrejal. 

 

7th April. I retraced my steps of yesterday and started to systematically search the lapiaz to the west of L’Event du Peyrejal in 

order to find the ‘artificial’ entrance described in the book. Over 2 hours of hot sweaty marching on compass bearings through 

thorny scrub trying to carry out a radial search from an optimum point I had paced out, brought no result. My morale was low; 

over two-thirds of my beer supply gone and nothing to show for it. In order to try to save the situation I retraced my steps to a 

large natural pothole I had discovered on my initial explorations. It was about 35m across in all directions and 25-30m deep 

with a dry river bed visible at the bottom. I had rejected it on my initial searches because it lay at the wrong distance and on the 

wrong bearing from L’Event, also I could see no way down without equipment. This time I circumnavigated it completely, 

checking every point on the rim and Lo! what should I find but a narrow vegetated path teetering its way down almost 

vertically from ledge to tiny ledge each covered with slippery leaf mould. Slowly I crept down until I was finally above the last 

vertical 3m drop to the bottom, then, hanging from a tree root, I dropped the final metre to a cone of rubble. A quick 

reconnaissance soon revealed two tunnels leading off; one of them signed with a red arrow and Maltese Cross. It looked as 

though I was in! 

 

It took me almost an hour to retrace my steps to my pack, return change and climb down again. The first entrance to receive 

my attention was the one signposted. This led in the direction of L’Event and after 300m or so of the most enormous and 

impressive cave, I found myself looking down at the place where I had retreated yesterday. On the way back to the pothole I 

entertained myself looking for side leads and at one point found myself down a 7m blind pot, and had an entertaining half an 

hour getting out. I shall remember to use a rope or ladder next time! 

 

Then into the other entrance. This time, although the galleries were not quite so enormous, they were pretty impressive. 

Coupled with the fact that they were well and generously decorated kept me at a slow gawping ramble. After 300m I left a 

draughty ½m tube on my right and took a left along the main drag. This went on and on, never less than large proportions, 

absorbing every lumen my carbide could provide. Altogether I rambled on through about 2km of superb galleries with 

decorations rarely absent. The final 500m was over gour pools and mud banks to a deep lake that as far as I could judge from 

my lights was in fact a sump. 

 

On my way out I discovered a superb souvenir, a large black felt hat half buried in gravel which when washed in a nearby pool 

looked to be very serviceable. 

 

Whether or not this was in fact L’Event du Peyrejal I do not know for certain. It certainly connected with the cave entrance that 

I think is L’Event but the passages I followed do not conform to the descriptions I have in my guide book. I think it is very 

likely that this was L’Event but that I found myself in another series of the system. 

 

8th April. Today I attempted the ‘Goule de Foussoubie’ a system of 22km development containing 55 sumps of which only 32 

have been dived, and which resurges in the Ardeche Gorge at L’Event de Foussoubie. This appears to be the local Mossdale 

and would seem to have claimed more than its fair share of cavers in the recent past to judge by the dire warnings in the books 

and commemorative plaques on the rocks above the entrance. 

 

Unfortunately a shortage of equipment, partially due to an incomplete equipment list in the guide book I was using, prevented 

me even getting into the system proper, but what I saw of the entrance series convinces me that this is a system to visit. Deep 

entrance pools, turbulent streamway and wet pitches imported straight from the Dales struck deep chords with me. As my 

caving friends know, I’m not one for ladders, especially 18m wet pitches solo, but I was drawn downwards despite the 

trembling I could feel as the ladder vibrated from the water striking it. 

 

At the bottom, the usual story of a force ten gale with spray everywhere, no lights and the ladder in a bowline around my 

knees. Only a few strides further downstream a short cascade leads to the final pitch of 6m and I had run out of tackle! Still, the 

cave will still be there when I return, albeit in a few years, and return I certainly shall. 

 

Sunday 9th April. A day of travelling devoted to getting myself established at Vignan. A pleasant journey through vineyards 

and orchards, never once leaving karst territory! 

 

Monday 10th April. Today I got off to a bad start when I went into Vignan to buy a local map in order to trace some cave 

entrances and found, to my dismay, that Monday was the shopkeeper’s day off. Groceries and booze were all that I could buy. 

As a result I returned to the campsite and indulged myself with a leisurely breakfast. To my surprise the lady owner of the 

campsite turned up and, knowing that I was looking for a certain cave, had spoken to her grandfather to determine its 

whereabouts for me. She was unable to give me a complete description but directed me to a local hamlet where I could ask 
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further directions. Arriving there I found the place deserted except for the usual blue overalled ‘paysan’ working in a field . 

There seemed nothing else for it but to approach him which I did. As soon as it became evident that I was a caver he was off 

like a shot to deposit his rake and hoe and come running back. Christian Paulet it turned out was also a caver, about the only 

one there was locally, and it would seem, short of company. For anyone who thinks they can speak French a conversation with 

Christian is a must. Fit and strong despite his size, Christian talks with a local dialect and an accent thicker than the filling in 

one of Roger Dors’ faggots. However critical terms like ‘cave’, ‘pitch’, ‘water’ and so on, get through so communication isn’t 

really a problem. 

 

Pretty soon the Singer was eating dirt again, hammering one of the usual tracks that seem to precede all French caves. Together 

we climbed up into one of the cirques on the south side of Mt. Tessonne and after half an hour of desperate searching through 

thick scryb located the entrance to L’Event de Rognes, which Christian had last visited over six years before. A rendezvous 

was agreed for later that afternoon and I returned to camp to prepare my gear. 

 

Later that afternoon I met Christian and we made our way to L’Event de Rognes, where we spent an hour or so in an 

horrendous boulder ruckle at the entrance trying to excavate our way in. I was cheerfully informed that it was like this every 

year due to the winter rains, however 1 was very happy to get out leaving the way on more solidly blocked than before. 

 

In order that the day shouldn’t be wasted we drove up onto the plateau of La Tessonne and visited a hole known as ‘La 

Figarolle’. This cave has two entrances but we were unable to find the way through, and I spent a nervous hour in an enormous 

unstable ruckle following Christian as he burrowed his way through to the accompaniment of crashing rocks and the peeved 

comment “Pourquoi et tu bouche?” We did however get into new cave but not much and not very exciting, in fact I was 

distinctly disturbed by the whole business and once more rather glad to get out of it. 

 

Tuesday 11th April. Apart from a puncture on the way to meet Christian and the discovery that the tracking needed doing on 

my front wheels, today was distinctly more successful in that I succeeded in reversing the situation between myself and 

Christian, leaving him a little nervous. The occasion was a visit to ‘La Riviere Souterrain de Bramabieu’. I had obtained the  

permission of the owner, for it is something of a tourist attraction, to make the trip between sink and resurgence; this we did 

today. The average British wetsuited caver used to gaily galloping down roaring watercourses will find no difficulty in this 

little excursion, and will in fact find lots to enjoy. Basically there’s lots of water in a high canyon passage with entertaining 

cascades, traverses and a little swimming thrown in. However for the dry clad Frenchman it involves some fatiguing acrobatics 

to keep the essentials out of the water. As a result what I would have assumed to be a 20 minute frolic turned into a 2 hour epic 

as I helped a partially hypothermic caver to complete the trip. 

 

Wednesday 12th April. The car had to go into the garage today for wheel alignment and I was subsequently informed that I had 

‘une ouverture incroyable’. This put paid to caving for the day and I spent my time servicing my equipment. 

 

Thursday 13th April. Today was spent travelling West and North to arrive in the Ariege, then Tarascon in the early evening. 

The contact address I had been given for the town didn’t exist so I turned in to a night of rain and storm.  

 

Friday 14th April. This morning it was blowing a respectable gale with rain, sleet and snow which continued all day. I did the 

only sensible thing and stayed in my sleeping bag all day except for a quick sortie into town for provisions. I decided it was not 

the day in which to spend my time traipsing over hills looking for holes. 

 

Saturday 15th April. Contact was established today with the local speleos and I spent the afternoon chatting with them and 

looking at slides of local caves. A trip was arranged for tomorrow with the youngest, about 12 years old, elected as my guide. 

 

Sunday 16th April. I rendezvoused in the morning with three young cavers; Didi, Jehovah, and Patrick, from the Speleo Club 

du Haut Sabartlez and we set off to visit the Grotte de Sabart. We omitted the old well-known system (La Grande Salle was 

only 195 x 45m !) and headed for the section discovered in 1975. This is basically a large chamber of 215 x 100 x 93m high! It 

is, however, beautifully decorated and the French have taken the trouble to tape off the formations and institute a leader system 

to preserve the place. At the bottom of the chamber as we entered it Didi lit two candles and placed them about 5-6m apart. 

When we reached the top at the far end after a long inclined scramble, I estimated the two candles to be only about 50cm apart. 

For those of you who are good at that sort of thing it should enable some kind of calculation to be done, at least to me it was 

quite impressive. A slippery traverse followed requiring a rope, and Didi had great fun doing the cowboy bit, lassoing stal as 

he tensioned out sideways over a considerable drop. This led to a series of small chambers all well decorated, and, after the 

inevitable photos we returned to a comfortable if somewhat sloping ledge on the ‘home’ side of the traverse where the goody 

bags were broached and out came the usual French picnic. 

 

We then dropped down through a large ruckle for about 45m vertically (bungalow sized boulders on average), to arrive at a 

spot that was a ‘boots off job to preserve the floor. This was an exceptional grotto well decorated with stal, straws, curtains and 

underfoot, the delicate pink floor of a dried up series of gour pools. Approximately similar to the colour in ‘The Mostest 

Meander’. 

 

I was impressed with the Grotte de Sabart. In any list of the major big rooms in the world it must figure prominently. Although 

technically very easy the measures taken by the local cavers to protect it are fully justified in view of its attractiveness and 
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hopefully will enable many others to enjoy it in a pristine condition. 

 

Monday 17th April. Yesterday, just after the end of the visit to the Grotte de Sabart, disaster struck in the form of an attack of 

diahorrea. Frantic burrowing in the dash of the car revealed ten strangely symmetrical pieces of dirt which showed a white 

surface when scratched. These I hoped were the remains of the Lomotil ‘Stoppers’ we’d taken on last year’s outing to the 

Pyrenees. Trusting that I was right I stuffed four of them down my throat and waited. After an hour or so things seemed more 

settled but the following morning all was not well. So without even the words of Medico-in-Extremis Harper (Quote “Stop a 

dose of shits? What you’ve just taken would stop a charging rhinoceros!”) to lend moral support, I felt obliged to quit, pack the 

car and begin the long trek North. 

 

CAVE DESCRIPTIONS 

Paul Hadfield 

1. La Grotte de Chauveroche   Doubs 

 

Situation:- 

Entering Omans from Besancon take the first left turn after a level crossing. This takes one across a bridge over the River 

Loue. Right at a T junction takes one parallel with the Loue on the left bank. When the road bears left carrying straight on 

crosses a tributary of the Loue. A 100m further on a track hairpins to the left and about 1 km along here a cirque with 

precipitous walls is to the right. Park here and walk up following the river to the resurgence, which is impenetrable. To the 

right and further up a 3m steel ladder helps over a block and the entrance is a bit higher. 

 

Description:- 

A ‘dry’ series (with several ducks) leads to a large river cave with 6km of passage and is reputed to be exceptionally sporting. 

On this visit the bad winter and subsequent excess meltwater had caused a perched sump about 100m from the entrance. 

(D.B.) 

 
2. La Grotte de Moulin des Isles   Doubs 

 

Description:- 

A crawl to the right of the entrance leads to a corridor wide river passage where wading in above knees water is frequently 

interrupted by gours from wall to wall. Mud beneath the water makes the going slow. The passage gradually enlarges, to reach 

areas of blockfall and a fine length of keyhole passage. Towards the end of this 2km cave short but spacious sandy oxbows are 

met, and a low section leads to a sump. This has been passed, but quickly leads to another. (D.B.) 

 

3. La Grotte des Cavottes   Doubs 

 

Description:- 

The entrance quickly slopes down to a left turn. Taking this leads to a descent back under the passage which enlarges to enter a 

large chamber with high light coloured walls. Although the chamber leads off to the right the way on is opposite, where a 

crack-like opening in the wall leads to a narrow passage, and an ascending/descending route leads to a chamber with a 10m 

ledge traverse going off along the right wall of a drop (20m rope - bolt belays at both ends). Not far from here two pitches of 

about 27m lead to an extensive series of passages. (D.B.) 
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4. Gouffre de Pourpervelle   Doubs 

 

Situation:- 

About 2km North of Soye on the D117 road to Bournois take the first left turn onto a good gravel track about 200m before a 

farm. This hairpins to the South very shortly and then goes dead straight. Travel along it for about 500m to where an ill-defined 

dirt track crosses. From here the cave lies half right at a distance of about 350m beyond a big screen of trees. The precise route 

cannot be defined as it will depend upon how the farmer has sown his land. In my case I had to drive about 500m further South 

before I could circle to head North again to the hole beyond the trees. It should be noted however that the first trees at the 

crossing of the dirt track is the only practicable place for a standard saloon car to leave the gravel track and get onto the fields. 

(Fig. 2). 

 

Description:- 

Entrance pitch is 12m (you will not get away with a 10m ladder!). Down the boulder slope, turn right for the Reseau Nord. This 

goes down a couple of little drops - follow a crawl to an enlargement, do NOT go down the hole to the left - follow the crawl 

on for about 10m to the lip of a 6m drop into a canyon. Traverse over this and the head of the 40m pitch is to hand. Ample bolt 

belays exist but padding is required for the rope which rubs at a number of points on the top 12m. On the return the climber is 

pulled into the corner of the rift and things can be a little tricky - be prepared! At the bottom the landing is a slope of head 

sized boulders. Down slope the chamber enlarges and there is a series of large columnar decorations. On the right an untidy 

gallery provides a similar but smaller display. 

 

Reseau Sud et Ouest. From the foot of the entrance pitch - downslope to the left to the largest and most obvious passage. 60m 

of easy going to the lip of the pitch. This is broken into 8m to a ledge, 5m to another ledge, then 37m to the bottom - bolt belays 

are ample and the big pitch is completely free and requires no padding. This pitch is a good ‘un in a large chamber with good  

decorations. From the landing downslope to the right and through a wriggle leads to the start of the Reseau Ouest, about 1km 

of steady going. 

 

Keeping left leads to climbs down a large (small factory sized) boulder and then up again under a boulder about the size of the 

Hunters wedged across the passage, to a well decorated chamber. Before going under the ‘Hunters’ boulder sharp left and 

alongside the ‘factory’ boulder then down through a slot goes to a white walled railway tunnel sized passage. Along this to a 

fork. Left goes to another fork, left here being a dead end past a lot of cavers debris whilst straight on is a large passage over 

some muddied but still attractive gours (‘Gallerie des Gours’). Back to the first fork and right goes to hands and knees crawling 

for a while, then G.G. sized passage over small gours to standing size passage. Walking in water leads dramatically into a very 

lovely grotto - you are now in the Reseau Sud about1½km of wet wallowing and pretty cave. 

 

5. Gouffre de Bournois   Doubs 

 

Situation:- 

About 3km out of Soye on the D117 road to Bournois take the logging track on the left after the farm, along the edge of the 

woods. The track leads into the woods and then out into an open space. The entrance is a doline in a ring of trees in the open 

field. (Fig. 2). 
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Description:- 

Entrance pitch of 8m from the surface climbable with a handline only. Two passages lead off. One leads to a large chamber 

with impessive decorations followed by a wriggle through boulders to a second large chamber decorated with columns. From 

here smaller passage with crawling leads to a number of dead-ends and eventually a sump down an 8m pitch. 

 

In the other direction from the entrance a railway tunnel sized passage with large stal decorations leads to a choke. A squeeze 

on the left leads to more big passage and a greasy tree trunk propped up against the wall to a 6m climb into a higher level. 

Stopped here. 

 

6. Falkensteiner Hohle   Schwarbische Alb 

 

Situation:- 

Easily found on the road between Urach and Grabenstetten where there is a large parking place at the side of a wooded road. 

Take the Kircheim/Tek exit from the E11 Stuttgart-Munich autobahn and head South. Take a right just past the built up area 

sign posted to Grabenstetten and drive up a hill with hairpins past a quarry to the village. Follow signs through the village to 

Urach and the parking place is about 1km down the hill from the village. From here the path is signposted and a 5 minute walk 

brings you to an unmistakable entrance. 

 

Description (Fig. 3):- 

The section to the first sump is large stream passage, chest deep in places. The first sump is normally only a wet crawl with 

several inches of airspace, however on this visit it was a 5m free dive. Following this used to be a fixed ladder climb but this 

has been removed and it is now a bold free climb and traverse over a sumped section into Reutlinger Halle. A second fixed 

ladder used to aid the descent but this too is now removed and an easy crawl down through boulders leads back to the stream. 

There follows a glorious gallop along magnificent streamway for some distance before climbing up into large dry mud 

chambers Lehmwanden 1, 2 and 3. There we traversed to a foxhole bending down to the streamway again. The Konigs Halle 

follows, a stalagmite decorated chamber, although it should be mentioned that decorations and handsome passage have not 

exactly been absent up to this point. Eventually after more good streamway one reaches Banisch Halle, for many years the end 

of the cave. From here a crawl on the right gives access to a final few metres of streamway before the large pool of sump This 

is a 5m free dive to low wide passage and chest deep water. The duck which follows had no useable airspace on this occasion 

and we were obliged to make a free dive of about 2m to pass it. Immediately afterwards, still in deep water is the third sump, a 

1 m free dive under the right wall into more deep water. There follows, after a short way ‘Last Rites’ Passage, a wide 20m duck 

in normal conditions but sumped on this visit. Should one succeed however there follows some 200m of dry going to 300m of 

streamway. After this is the boulder ruckle that has only recently been passed after some years of work, and this continues for a 

further 500m to a fourth sump. To date this has been dived to a depth of about 15m and a length of about 45m. Persons wishing 

to visit the area beyond the final boulder ruckle should contact the Abeilsgemenshaft as they have put in a gate to prevent 

vandalism in the newly discovered section. 
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7. Elsachbroller Schwarblnche   Alb 

 

Situation:- 

As for Falkensteincr Hohle. On the left side of the Elsachtal before you get to the entrance to Falkensteiner, climb up into a 

miniature muddy cirque. The entrance is the small hole on the left. 

 

Description:- 

From the entrance a short crawl leads to a low boulder-strewn chamber. A down trending slot by the far wall is the way on. 

This leads to a muddy and boulder strewn crawling for about 70m including about 20m of 25cm bedding. A second chamber is 

then reached. From here two distinct systems lead off; the ‘Lower Way’ and the ‘Upper Way’. 

 

The Lower Way is through a tight slot in the floor on the right side. This leads to stooping height, mud and water floored 

passage. About 200m of undiluted misery to a sump. This sump of about 25m has been pumped out in the past to reach a 

second sump, of about the same length which in turn gives access to main trunk passage thought to be the continuation of 

Falkensteiner Hohle on the other side of the valley. 

 

The Upper Way from the chamber leaves opposite the point of entry and one can follow bits of old telephone cable through a 

complex of muddy boulders to reach large walking size passage. After a few stoops however one is soon at a sump pool. From 

here a series of nine sumps have been dived by Jochen Hasenmayer eight years ago to reach main trunk passage. However he 

went only 500m in the new passage before returning and the place has not yet been revisited. The final sump in the series is the 

biggest at 90m. 

 

There are plans in hand by the local cavers to attack both the Upper and Lower Series again in the near future. 

 

8. Aven de la Grotte de Rochasse   Ardeche 

 

Situation:- 

Take the tourist road along the north side of the Ardeche Gorge. Park at the sharp corner signposted ‘Le Gournier’. Go 

downhill following the stony gulley. After about 70m there is an old car wreck, upside down on the RHS. Continue down the 

gulley/path for about 400m to a RH bend where a small footpath goes off on the left. Take the small footpath, much overhung 

by vegetation but good underfoot, generally contouring the cliff until it eventually climbs up into an open aven of rock face 

with a tunnel-like opening. Ignore this and go along a little further about 30m and the obvious entrance is on your left.  

 

Description:- 

At the back of the large entrance recess a short crawl leads to a large gallery about 50m long. The end of the gallery bears right 

and the head of a pitch is to hand. Tackle this as far to the right as possible where there are excellent natural stal belays. The 

total depth is about 46m to a sloping landing plane, which if you fell off would take you down the next pitch, this we did not 

descend. The pitch is a bad one for rope, being enclosed for a lot of the way and with bad rubs; only the final 13m being 

completely free. It can however be split if you very carefully look for the bolt placements which the French have put in. 

Traverse off the landing point and climb a slippery stal slope to go through a couple of short crawls. These lead to a chamber 

with a large fallen block. Cross this and traverse along to the left of a drop to a spot where it is possible to climb down. 

Keeping left here leads to a very nice roomy gallery about 100m long with excellent decorations. On to the right near the end 

being a plaque supported by stal columns which is covered with ‘eccentriques’, and is handsomely decorated. 

 

9. Name not known. 400m east of L’Event de Peyrejal   Ardeche 

 

Situation:- 

Take the D901 from Barjac to Sauvas. About 700m west of the hamlet of Chadouillet there is a large layby, fringed by tipped 

rubbish, with a small one facing it. Park here and walk on a bearing of 195° magnetic over the lapiaz, crossing a shallow dry 

valley and up the far side. A little further on one arrives at the northern edge of a river valley about 30m up from its bed. This 

is about 400m south of the road. Descend to the bed of the river, and follow it upstream to the west (your right), until it forks 

after about 300m. The right fork leads to a little cirque where the cave is found at the foot of the rocks (Continuing straight on 

along the river from the junction leads after 400m to the impressive entrance of L’Event de Peyrejal). 

 

Description:- 

The cave is largely water worn railway tunnel sized passage for about 350m with at one point an interesting 9m traverse over a 

deep pool. There is a bolt placement for a handline to be fixed if required. The couple of areas where the passage floor ponds 

can be traversed on the left and the sump is met after traversing a short gravel ‘beach’. An obvious way on could be seen on 

the far side of the sump pool with about ½m of airspace and the sound of dripping water beyond. 

 

10. L’Event du Peyrejal   Ardeche 

 

Situation:- 

As for the last resurgence but keep left or straight on at the fork of the river bed for 400m. The entrance is a difficult climb or 

traverse depending on how you tackle it.  
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The alternative is to use the other entrance. After the fork in the river bed continue for 100m or so until you are obliged to cross 

the river due to the nature of the ground. You are now on narrow grassy meadow parallel to the river, until you are forced to 

descend into the river bed. At this point head south away from the river and climb the vegetated slopes containing the river 

valley. Once the top of the valley has been reached head south west and an old track will be found heading in an east-west 

direction. Turn westwards (right) and follow the track; after about 250m it starts to climb more steeply and at a right angle 

bend a large open pothole about 35m across and 25m deep with a lot of vegetation around the edges can be seen just a few 

yards away over the wall on the left. The descent is on the left side of the pothole as you view it from the track and can be 

climbed down with no tackle. 

 

Description:- 

At the bottom the entrance on the right, signposted with a red arrow and maltese cross leads through large impressive galleries 

for 300m to the entrance of L’Event du Peyrejal. The entrance on the left leads through large galleries to a sharp left turn after 

300m. At this point a draughty crawl which I did not follow goes off on the right. The large galleries continue, still well 

decorated for about 1.5km. At this point the caver must thread his way, easily I may add, through a pile of large boulders and 

the passage makes an abrupt left and downwards turn. From here the character of the cave changes becoming wet and muddy 

underfoot. However after a series of pools the caver soon reaches a point where a fixed handline up to a 4½m climb, followed 

by another handline down a 3m climb leads to a large lake which appears to sump. Although the cave poses no technical 

difficulty for the caver it is regarded as potentially dangerous due to its liability to sudden and total flooding. 

 

It it regarded as potentially one of France’s biggest systems with theoretically about 32km of passage; L’Event du Peyrejal 

providing the longest single accessible system to the ordinary caver of about 6.2km. 

 

11. Goule de Foussoubie   Ardeche 

 

Situation:- 

A few kilometres south of Vallon Pont d’Arc is the junction of the D355 and D217. Park here. 30m to the west is a small 

bridge over a stream. Follow the left bank of the stream downstream, to the north for 200m and you arrive at the point where 

the stream disappears down a cascade into an arched cave entrance at the bottom of a small rock face. 

 

Description:- 

Entrance pitch 5m, belayed to a tree on the left bank well away from the cascade. However a 10m ladder should be used to 

assist the caver when he returns from the cave and has to climb out of the deep pool. The last man should ensure that the ladder 

is fed into the pool. Swim the deep pool to a gour. A shorter pool follows to a 5m drop. Bolt belay; a hand line would be 

sufficient but a ladder 6-7m is preferable to assist the caver getting out of the deep water at the bottom. A further pool must be 

swum to a large ledge at the head of the first pitch proper, the ladder, 7m, is belayed well to the right of the waterfalls, bolt 

belays, into deep water. Swim under the waterfalls (makes your lights go out) to rocks. Another shallow pool follows to the 

head of the next pitch. The belay is found by traversing up to the left on a ledge. This pitch is 18m to a spray washed landing 

and is as far as this party went due to lack of equipment. A further 6m pitch however can be seen and it is understood that 

another pitch of 4m (hand line) follows that; and is the total equipment needed to get into the cave proper. 

 

Just before the head of the 18m pitch an iron pole with foot holds goes up 7m into a 10m dry passage. This is the only place in 

the cave known not to flood. However no rations are provided! 

 

The Goule de Foussoubie resurges at L’Event de Foussoubie in the side of the Ardeche gorge. There are currently 22km of 

known passage, and 55 sumps of which 32 have been dived. The link between sink and resurgence is through long sumps 

which have been dived. 

 

Before going into the cave take careful note of the weather conditions as the cave is flood prone and has a reputation for fatal 

accidents. 

 

12. L’Event de Rognes   Gard 

 

Situation:- 

Take the D999 West out of Vignan signposted to Millau and St. Affrique. After 2½km there is a turning on the left into the 

campsite La Tessonne with a pleasant and amiable lady owner, but no hot water (the solar heating is just being installed, April 

78). 

 

Take the second turning left 200m beyond La Tessonne. This leads to, then parallel with, the river, crossing it and going past 

the local rubbish tip. A bridge crosses what has now been reduced to a rubble track, and 40m beyond this point on the left, an 

old overgrown track cuts back acutely up the hillside. Park here and follow the track on foot up the hill. It reverts soon to a one 

man width gravel track which gradually climbs up and contours into the centre of the cirque. 

 

Three stony gullies drop down into the centre of the cirque and the entrance is located in the left hand one among some moss 

covered boulders. To be more precise is difficult, as the country is very close and covered with dense headhigh scrub. I 

constructed a small cairn some 10m down slope from the entrance but whether it will remain intact is doubtful. 
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I recommend contacting Paulet Christian, 

Caspons Molieres, 

Cavaillac 30120, 

Le Vignan, 

Gard. Tel. 91-13-24; 

who will be only too willing to guide you to the spot. To find him drive West along the D999 and about 2½km beyond La 

Tessonne campsite is a turning on the left signposted ‘Caspons 0.3km. Follow this down to the river over a narrow bridge and 

you can take the car no further. Ask anyone around or knock at a door and ask for Christian; as there are only 3 families living 

in the hamlet it’s guaranteed that anyone you ask will know him. 

 

13. La Figarolles   Gard 

 

Situation:- 

From Vignan take the D48 to Montardier, from here take the D113 to Blandas and from here follow the D158 signposted to 

Rogues. Approximately 5km out of Blandas you will pass the yellow and white kilometre stone number 13. About 200m past 

this there is a place to park on the left just before a small hill. Looking down to the North East there is a shallow dry valley 

with a 200m strip of cultivated land in the middle. A track runs along the near side. 

 

The entrance is a thicket of scrub and briar just beyond the most North Easterly comer of the strip. About a 500m walk, 

contouring the cultivated land, from where you are standing there is an old notice saying it is not permitted to descend. The 

other entrance is on the far side of the low hill that borders the other side of the dry valley. 

 

Description:- 

From the entrance scramble under a low rock arch (not easily seen because of vegetation) and down a mud slop for 12m or 

more. Then traverse out to the right (as you look down) and back to descend to a sloping ledge. From here a ladder of 6m 

belayed to a large perched block (tether 2m) reaches the bottom. 

 

The descent leads round large boulders to a small chamber which is a cul-de-sac. Just before this, on the right, a small hole 

goes down through boulders. The route continues down ziggy zaggy to reach the bottom of a large chamber and presumably 

somewhere is the connection with the rest of the cave which we did not find (about 1km of it). On the way down into this large 

chamber we investigated a small side passage (a distinct euphemism!) and found our way a considerable distance down into 

the ruckle, digging as we went. I do not recommend this route to anybody. 

 

14. La Revfere Souterrain de Bramabieu   Gard 

 

Situation and Access:- 

From Vignan take the D999 West signposted Millau and St. Affrique. After 2km turn off North on the D48 signposted 

Meyrueis, Coc du Minier. Drive to the junction of D48 with D986 at Espeoru. Turn left and follow the D986 signposted 

Meyrueis and now to the Abime de Bramabieu. About 10km along the road there is a small chalet and a car park signposted as 

the Abime de Bramabieu.  

 

In order to make a sporting visit you must ask permission from the lady in charge, who will ask you for a card from the 

Federation Francaise du Speliologie which says you are a caver and also ask you to fill in your name and address and sign a 

legal disclaimer, a book is kept for the purpose. Don’t worry about the FFS card, just say you don’t have them in England but 

do be sure that you are insured! 

 

From the chalet a well trodden path leads down hill and an obvious fork goes down to the right into the woods. This leads to 

the resurgence. The sink is found by keeping on downhill to the left, staying on the bank which leads into a dry valley. After a 

few minutes one can see a dry valley on the right, and on the left a river, the Bonbeur flowing along and disappearing. The sink 

is quite obvious. 

 

Description:- 

200m of large passage lead to open air again where a large shakehole gives access to the surface. In order to continue the 

traverse simply follow the water. A cascade soon follows which the French party we got tangled up with passed by a ledge on 

the left leading to a large passage. Along this for 20m to a tight slot on the right which went for 10m to a large natural block 

belay and an 11m abseil into larger passage to regain the mainstream. Personally I felt that the first cascade could probably 

have been taken direct on the right, alternatively the abseil pitch could be free climbed. 

 

The trip continues all the way following the stream, traversing, swimming or wading until eventually one exits by the tourist 

footpath at the resurgence end. One word of warning; do take care not to be swept over the final cascade after you’ve met the 

tourist path. 

 

The traverse is an historic one, reputedly the first purely sporting caving trip ever, done by Martel, Mazauric and Henri 

Lapierre on 28th June 1888. Some adventure it must have been in those days 90 years ago, with candles, and to us primitive 

equipment, almost a kilometer of rattling roaring river passage with the issue always in doubt. 
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Talking to one of the cave guides I found there is now almost 20km of known passage at Bramibieu so anyone who wants a 

long trip can certainly make one. 

 

15. Grotte de Sabart   Ariege 

 

Situation and Access:- 

From Tarascon take the N20 to Aix-les-Thermiers, only a few hundred metres out of the town take a right along the D8 to 

Vicdessos. From this junction, 300m brings you to a two rut track on the left about 50m before a large pile of red rusted scrap 

and piles of scrapped cars. Take the track which is motorable for about 100m to a dead end. Park here. 

 

From the parking place follow a steep well trodden footpath up the hill. After ten minutes a flat area is encountered, traverse 

this and follow the path steeply up for another 30m to another balcony and the cave entrance. The very large entrance on the 

left can be ignored and use the smaller one on the right which leads to a comfortable ante room lit by daylight that can be used 

for changing. 

 

The cave is the property of the local commune who have invested the local spelio club, Spelio-Club Du Haut Sabartlez with 

control of the access. In practice the older system could be visited without reference to them, but access to the ‘75 series is via 

a locked steel door and it is a requirement to have a guide. In practice a guide is essential if you want to see the best part of the 

cave for the route-finding is complex. 

 

The contact for the access is Luc Wahl, 

23 Rue Francois Laguerre, 

09400, 

TARASCON-SUR-ARIEGE. 

 

Description:- 

Because of the size of the place orientation on a first visit was rather difficult, and the following description is more of an 

‘impression’ than an attempt to be absolutely accurate. 

 

From the entrance, passage never smaller than ‘large’ led to the Grand Gallery which we followed uphill along a well trodden 

path up a rubble slope. From the top of this we went left eventually arriving at sandy floored passage and a steel door about½m 

x ½m. 

 

Beyond this a short tight upwards climb led into a roomy floored chamber from which a further crawl led to the bottom end of 

the Salle de Neauvoux. This is 215 x 100 x 93m high at its biggest dimensions which are pretty regular throughout. A 

remarkable fact is that you can see across all of it with no obstructing boulder piles, the formations are taped off and the path 

takes the right wall of the chamber climbing steadily upwards. Near the top the angle steepens, the drop below increases and 

one climbs up steep clay banks to a comfortable ledge before a slippery traverse to the left. This is 12m long and a rope is most 

advisable. 

 

The far side of the traverse is a series of small well decorated chambers, straws, columns and gour pools predominating. 

Returning across the traverse a descent through a large boulder ruckle leads to a most beautiful pink floored grotto (boots off). 

 

This was basically the itinerary I followed: there is however another high level series which involves a more technically 

difficult 30m climb and traverse in the same chamber. 

 

Back in the old area of the cave another system was discovered in 1973 by bailing out some lakes and access made to the water 

table. 

 

An impressive hole with some excellent decorations. 
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CASUAL CONTINENTAL CAVING 

Paul Hadfield 

 

For most trips that I’ve done the most appropriate clothing has been dry grots with a water resistant overall. My lighting has 

consistently been the Petzel ‘eclairage mixte’ - a large carbide light combined with a 4½ volt battery electric light. This has 

proved very reliable, the Petzel electric ignition system, as far as I’m concerned, being unbeatable even in very wet conditions, 

and the construction of the carbide jet making jet cleaning and changing a quick simple operation should it prove necessary. 

Even on the occasional ‘wet suit job’ this system has proved quite adequate, the only exception being when I did Dalkensteiner 

Hohle in which there three diveable sumps to pass when I used standard British Nife lighting. 

 

A point to note when wearing dry grots is that the caves I’ve visited so far seem to be generally warmer than those in England 

and I’ve been quite comfortable wearing only a T-shirt and long johns under the overalls. 

 

The carbide fill in my large lamp I calculate should last me between six to eight hours. In addition to this, as much of my 

caving is solo, I carry two refills of carbide. Along with this in the same ‘liberated’ army pouch, I carry two spare batteries for 

the electric light (estimated 3 hrs each), a couple of small tins of food, two candles and some chocolate. The pouch carries 

comfortably on the opposite hip to the lamp and in a separate belt for easy removal through squeezes. Should the trip be a 

particularly long or arduous one I add a second pouch to the belt which holds a field dressing space blanket, extra batteries, 

food and possibly my neoprene gloves. For a prolonged stay underground, so far only envisaged, I can also add two kidney 

pouches which would hold mess tins, cooker and other necessities required. A spare bulb is carried on the body of the electric 

behind the reflector. 

 

For those who would like to try the system it is part of the standard ‘58 pattern webbing available at most Army Surplus stores. 

However do take note that there is a left and right hand ammunition pouch and they are specially angled for easy walking. 

Wearing the right hand pouch on the left or vice versa is distinctly uncomfortable. 

 

Looking at caving from the vertical viewpoint, I have mounted my lighting system on a climbing standard helmet which 

should hopefully give me an improved measure of protection against rock fall. This has proved very successful, the lack of a 

brim giving me more light to the feet than would otherwise be the case. The previously outlined ‘58 pattern pouches give no 

problems when abseiling or prussiking being carried outside the area of activity. 

 

In solo caving you cannot afford to have things go wrong. For example, being left hanging upside down from a knee cam at the 

bottom of the big pitch in Black Shiver is annoying to the caver concerned and an amusement to the rest of the party. In a 

similar situation, caving solo in a foreign country and no-one knowing one’s whereabouts the same situation can have serious 

consequences. As a result I regularly service my rig to the extent of carefully WD40’ing every pin and spring, applying the 

same treatment to every karabiner I own, whether or not I have used it in the preceding few days. So far I have had only one 

minor failure when the finger pull on one of my pins detached itself at the bottom of a pitch. Similarly the extra jammer I 

always carry normally spends its time in my SRT bag. However in the situations I am now in it is clipped into the harness 

ready for immediate use at all times when prussiking, even when I know that I should have no need for it. 

 

French cavers are generally good at rigging rope pitches but their habit of removing the bolt and hanger plate means that you 

always carry a supply of standard 8mm bolts and hanger plates in every cave you expect to pitch. There is no requirement for a 

spanner as a finger tight bolt is quite adequate for all purposes when correctly sited. 

 

I have found myself cheerfully climbing pitches of up to 10m on ladders with no lifeline, and ladder pitches of 10-20m using 

self-lining techniques. For this I found the ‘speleo shunt’ as described by Montgomery to be an ideal security device, although 

I do not recommend my actions unreservedly to anyone. 

 

Every pitch I have come across so far has been double bolted ie. main belay plus back up, or alternatively ladder and lifeline. It 

is inadequate to belay the lifeline to a belay different to that of the ladder except as a back up. This would mean in an extreme 

case a climber becoming separated from the ladder and although ‘safe’ on the lifeline, unable to regain the ladder and climb 

either up or down! Certainly use separate belays but combine them at the principle hang point to avoid this situation. 

 

So far in French caves where the use of a boat is recommended I have found a wetsuit adequate equipment, however they seem 

to have a habit of missing out pitches in equipment lists, especially entrance pitches and those which require just a hand line; 

these seem to come under the heading of ‘cordes’ with no specific detail given. 

 

My biggest problem to date has been bootlaces. I seem to go through them at an alarming rate and shops where one can buy 

thin nylon cord seem to be few and far between in France! 
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B.C.R.A. SYMPOSIUM ON NORTHERN SPAIN - A REVIEW 

 

Trevor Faulkner 

 

This gathering, held in the University of Bristol on June 10th 1978, marked a departure from the usual Summer or Winter 

BCRA meeting as the event was elevated to Symposium status and all lectures were directed to the common theme of British 

cave exploration in Northern Spain. 

 

After a description of the rocks and scenery of the region, the timetable allowed each club active in the area to review its 

progress and discuss the remaining potential. The experience so far is of finding mines at high altitudes, and many shafts up to 

several hundred metres deep, which are often, although with important exceptions, simply choked with ice or boulders. At 

lower elevations there are many active stream caves, usually with fine formations and sometimes characterised by the storage 

of maturing cheese. Part of the outstanding potential consists of the challenge in connecting the higher shafts to the lower 

caves. Several ideas for consideration came out in later conversations, such as winter expeditions, when, with frozen catchment 

areas, it should be possible to push further and more safely into the lower flood-prone systems, and ways of melting the ice 

plugs in the higher shafts by using flame throwers or layers of salt. 

 

To one who has yet to cave in this part of the world, exploration in Northern Spain seems to have reached the point where the 

‘first round’ is nearing completion, with the major obvious areas already visited but not yet exhausted, and the number of 

promising but still virgin areas rapidly diminishing. No systematic cataloguing of existing knowledge was referred to, and 

there is probably an ignorance on our part of the extent of Spanish and French explorations. Indeed, one questioner who asked 

about the potential of a ‘blank’ area on the map received the humerous reply that ‘probably the Spanish have been there’! 

 

In order to avoid overlap and realise the remaining potential at an early stage, there is a clear need for someone to perform the 

service of preparing a ‘Caves of Northern Spain’, after diligently studying references from the last two decades, to give a base 

reference from which new discoveries can be planned. The structure of such a work may already exist in the minds of some of 

the explorers, but it needs to be published among them all. And when the ‘second round’ of exploration provides a more 

uniform understanding of the region, we may look forward to seeing a book in the well-known series of ‘Limestones and 

Caves of...’ which would encompass the scientific and archaeological aspects of the subject. 

 

To sum up, the Symposium succeeded in its aims as it allowed the different caving groups to interact and see their work in a 

broader context, and it points the way forward to similar treatment of discoveries in other regions and countries. 

 

 

 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

 

Dear Sir, 

 

Ever since I started caving I have always wanted to go down a coal mine. However, it usually meant getting up at the crack of 

dawn and somehow or other I have always missed the chance. 

 

First, the bell pits were closed, then Pensford followed by all the other pits within easy reach. 

 

I then spotted the following in the Daily Telegraph for July 7th. 

 

Pit Museum 700ft Below 

 

The first mining museum to give visitors the chance of travelling to the coal face is to open later this year in North 

Staffordshire. 

 

The Chatterley Whitfield Mining Museum, Stoke-upon-Trent, will allow visitors to descend 700ft to the coal face of the 

former colliery. 

 

I hope to do a Weegee trip sometime in the future. 

Richard Kenney 


